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How do you highlight the importance of architecture as a measure of modernity in nation building? How can reinterpretation of Modern heritage be a conduit for learning a technical skill and history of a nation by using 21st century fabrication techniques. The proposal is for a paper highlighting case studies introducing design research methods and fabrication technical skills, linking traditional art History classes and design studios in a federal University in the UAE where the demographic is specific to one gender and majority are local Emirati nationals. The methods were primarily designed to learn technical computational and fabrication skills and at the same time, to increase
awareness and instill more intuitive approaches better suited to artists and designers by using methods of observation, fabrication, interviewing, drawing, sketching, photographing; therefore creating better understanding of research by artists and designers. The case studies show the introduction of explorative methods in art history courses normally reserved to include only traditional academic research methods hence changing the culture at College level, culminating with the introduction of a design and build experimental studio which encourages “learn by design by making”. The processes describes, not just publications or designs produced in the studio, but also the journey from conception to final design for creating a series of interactive exhibits to represent findings in the Art History classroom or CAD technical studio environment. The case studies explore the success and shortcomings of the collaboration.
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